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Wellesley Graduate '89
Faces Term In Prison
Charlotte Wining
fourteen years on the charge of viola-
tion of the California Syndicalism Law
in 1919. The United States Supreme
Court on May 16 upheld the constitu-
tionality of the law, and, in conse-
quence, Miss Whitney must go to prison
unless she is pardoned by Governor
Young. She will not ask for a pardon.
nothing to be pardoned for".
"The California syndicalism law, as
its various chief provisions are briefly
paraphrased by the Federal Supreme
Court," according to the Literary Digest
to:
or to assist in organizing an association
to advocate, teach, or aid and abet the
commission of crimes or unlawful acts
of force, violence or terrorism as a
means of accomplishing industrial or
political changes'. Miss Whitney was
arrested in November, 1919, on charge




even though she contended that she
was opposed to a program of violence,
partly because of her continued mem-
bership after the State party ha
cepted the radical program of th
tional organization. The case wa
pealed, and in 1925 the Federa
preme Court refused to conside
THE COLLEGE ATTENDS
A RUSSIAN FESTIVITY
rraditional Presentation Of The Spade
Is Skillfully Included In
Tree Day Pageant
'30 REACHES TREE BEFORE *29
Russia when Tree Day. 1927, was ush-
ered in. After the entrance oi the
classes and the singing of the Tree Day
song and Alma Mater, Katharine
Graves, senior president, made the ad-
of welcome, officially opening the
;he fair of Nizhni Nov-
rod, somewhere in Russia.
Unofficially, the fair was opened by
lively group of Buffoons, who drew
ide the curtains of a side-show, that
the peasantry might watch the pup-
pets dance out the story of the unfor-
tunate love of Petroushka for his Maid,
who was lured away by a fascinating
Moor. While the peasants, gaily clad
and high-spirited, were in the midst of
a dance, the arrival of the Lady of the
Manor, the Senior Tree Day Mistress,
Silvia Blair, was announced. A peas-
1, the Freshman Tree Day Mis-
Mildred Kenyon,




no State can 'deprive any person o
life, liberty or property without dui
process of law nor deny to any persor
... the equal protection of the laws.'
'





MISS DENNIS MADE DIRECTOR
FOR STUDY GROUP IN FRANCE
Miss Dorothy W. Dennis,
Professor of French at Wellesley Col-
lege, has been appointed Assistant Di-
rector of the University of Delaware
Foreign study group in France and
Head Counsellor for Woi
absence from Wellesley College and
the Caronis to begin her ne'
The University of Delawa
Study group is under the supervision of
Professor Raymond W. Kirkbride. Be-
gun in 1922, it comprises "juniors in
France" from a large number of col-
leges and universities including Wel-
lesley, Vassar, Mt. Holyoke, Dartmouth,
Cornell. Columbia, Syracuse, and Bos-
ton University. It provides one year's
supervised study abroad during junior
year in college. Students live singly
in private French families and pledge
themselves to "use the French
only as their mean
From November 1 to the next July stu-
dents study in Paris and the Ecole
Libre des Sciences Politiques. System
of instruction—lecture supplemented by
tutorial. Students must complete suc-
cessfully work at Nancy in order to
be permitted to enter courses in Paris.
Interesting feature of program of
Page 5, Col. 5)
ITnnm relieved the sudd<
with a merry dance. A 1
Gypsies, peasant girls, and fieri
ting Cossacks, contributed
to the zest and spirit of th
tivities. The dancing contest among
the maidens of the village resulted both
in the selection of the maiden to whom
the page presented the award, the
Spade, and in a wild dash to the Tree,
a thriving maple near Severance. Here
a good many Freshmen had already
gathered when the first breathless
sophomore arrived. Amid songs and
mutual cheering, the classes dis-
banded.
Dancing Artistic
To the committee on plans and par-
ticularly to Eloise Wilson, '28, who de-
igned the costumes, belongs a great
deal of credit for a colorful and atmos-
pheric performance. Seen from a
antage point on Tower Hill, the effect
as one of perfect harmony of color
nd line. The costumes of the villagers
ere perhaps the brightest and most
Jlorful, while those of the Cossacks
nd Buffoons made the more spectac-
Without exception, the dancing had
II of the carnival spirit and artistic
finesse that could have been desired.
The buffoons made merry on the green,
marching off in perfect imitation of a
brass band. The Wanyka-Tanyka
music-box, was gracefully and delie
ly danced, while the Cossacks h
dashing whip-dance, the gypsies
the maidens showed grcal skill
ability. The outstanding performa
was that of Margot Krolik, '29, leader
of the gypsy band, she danced witt
fire and intensity, letting her moot
carry her through a maze of intricate
steps. The Dagger Dance of the Cos-
sack leader, Norma Holzman, '30, wa;
more customary and conventional, held
less interest and lacked originality. The
Receiver of the Spade, Louise Schmidt
'30, gave a graceful and charming per-




June Play. Tupelo Point at 6:30 P.M.
The Barnswallows Association will
present the Electra of Euripedes.
Saturday, June 18
Mary Hemenway Alumnae Association
Annual Meeting and Luncheon.
Societies will
-hold Aijnual Meetings and
Luncheons.
iirden Party, Durant Lawn at 3 P.M.
with Dances at 4 P. M. Tickets may
be purchased at the Gate.
Class Reunion Suppers.
June Play. As above. Second perform-
Sunday, June 19
Baccalaureate Service. 11:00 A.M.
Houghton Memorial Chapel. Sermon
by Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick.
(Admission by ticket only)
n Hour of Music. 4:00 P. M. Houghton
Memorial Chapel. (No tickets neces-
Destructive Teaching | '28 WINS CUP AGAIN-
Forcefully Criticized j PASSES '27 BY HALF BOAT
Heresy and the College by Harriet I I>a Sl
Lyon, '26. appears In the June 11 issue
I
of The Independent. The article is a
keen, level-headed criticism of college
in answer to the question, "Why is it
Monday, June 20
Class Meetings. 9:00—12:00 A.M.
Luncheon will be provided in Tower
Court for those coming for Monday's
Alumnae Procession will form on Nor-
umbega Hill at 1:30. After being re-
viewed, alumnae will proceed to
Alumnae Hall for the Annual Meet-
ing of the Wellesley Alumnae As-
President's Reception at 8:00 at
Tower Court for Alumnae, Seniors,
Tuesday, June 21
Commencement Procession forming at
10:30 on Norumbega Hill. (Caps and
Commencement Exercises. Address by
Michael I. Pupin, Professor, Electro
Mechanics in Columbia University.
Admission by ticket only. No tickets
are necessary for those in the pro-
cession, but it is not expected that
there will be seals for any class alter
women?" and has won from the editors
of The Independent the following com-
ment: "This writer, now just a sea-
son away from a large Eastern women's
college where she had attained a van-
tage position for receiving and analyz-
ing the attitude of her fellows, gives
at least one important answer with
refreshing authority."
"Disillusioned and bored, unable to
profitable days—this is the leit-motif
that occurs again and again In the
cases of student suicide, lately so num-
erous and so tragically unnecessary.
From pulpit, editorial office, college ros-
les, ths
fluestio
Students' Aid Society will
annual meeting at 4:00 in
Founders Hall.
Alumnae Assembly at 7:30 in Alumnae
W. lei
10:30 Ch.M j,
SELL YOUR OLD BOOKS
HATHAWAY HOUSE will buy
used books in good condition if they
are presented on the following
dates:—
JUNE 10, 11, 15, 16.
The bookshop will pay one half
the list price for books in good con-
dition that are to be rec
year. The prices paid for otl
books will be determined by t
market for such books elsewhere.
Geraldine Gordon, Manager,
PRIZE IN NATIONAL SPANISH
CONTEST WON BY SOPHOMORE
is being asked, 'Why?' And
wer is unfortunately still in
begins the article. Miss Lyon
proceeds to draw an analogy between
present day America and France a
try ago. A profound depression
gripped her youth and had been
cause of great moral laxity and
much suicide. The writers of the age
le mal du Steele. Miss Lyon
analyzes it as the despair of a youth
: at the "blunders of the past with
wisdom to turn to but the old wis-
dom that made the blunders in the
first place. 1 ' In modern times new
factors have added the terr
sophy of life," "theory of
"materialistic concepts" to the pitiful
notes left for parents to read. Where
is the flaw in college education?
According to the writer, "serious
ticism may be aimed at the
;nent given to heresy." By heresy
ioes not mean attacks on established
;hurches or institutions but heresy
against the past.
jority of students arrive at
college with a certain amount of in-
convenient baggage in the way of tra-
religious doctrine, and a casual
philosophy that is unexpressed and ac-
cepts life as it appears to be. Incon-
t is, to the instructor. This
d is very young,—the num-
e who enter when barely
increasing.— is set to study
to attack the Bible with a
Elizabeth Budish
riginal Spanish ess
i La Prensa, a c
York
:e of $25 for an
o be published
newspaper of
April under aiispKT.s ui
Associa-
tion of Teachers of Spanish. Several
prizes were offered in three groups, to
High School students, college students,
and post-graduates. This is the first
year Wellesley has competed, and it is
no small honor that one of her essays
was awarded a prize among the thou-
sands of entries from both men's and
women's colleges throughout the coun-
New Testament with a keen eye
biological probabilities. The stu
learns in the course of four years that
swallow Jonah, that
iible is a record of questionable
and that God himself can be ar-
Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
it Of Floats Includes All Legends
Of The Sea From The Vikings
To The "Cotton Barge"
P. HOLT WINS INDIVIDUAL CUP
Wellesley gathered on the shores of
Lake Waban last Friday night to cheer
another set of crews as they raced into
the sunset, and to watch another
pageant. this year picturing Songs of
the Sea, pass across the water. And
once more Float Night proved itself to
be a grand climax to our most spec-
tacular sport, as well as a festivity that
ranks with Tree Day and May Day.
Lake Waban was a gracious hostess to
Wellesley, and the many guests clus-
tered on the banks; she allowed no
wind to stir her. At first the thinnest
gauze of clouds spread over the sky,
but they were soon brushed away to
low a white crescent moon above the
The Second Crews rowed up the lake
r form, and then shot down again
ith the junior boat keeping a lead
lat '29 narrowed to half a length but
could not break. According to ex-
pectations that were current in the
ntic rowing circles, '29 was
! was, therefore,
First Crews were gre
cally and escorted to the starting point
otor-boat containing the
they waited, the blades dip-
ping in and out of the water with quick
jerks, the sun broke through the last
of the clouds sending long rays like a
bright yellow spotlight to honor them
The crowd was suddenly still. Un-
noticed by most, a large heron flapped




Weeks of training, call-outs, and all
the agonies of practice were focussed
in those swift minutes. But without
the labor of the past weeks the three
upper classes could never have given
each other so close a fight. The col-
surprise. The
classes as they urged
the whale didn't
Hi. -i". me




dently of any help. B subject had
to be chosen from a list offered by La
Prensa. The competition was open to
any student, but the Wellesley Span-
ish Department called it to the at-
L of c
FORMER FRENCH INSTRUCTOR
IS AWARDED SORBONNE HONOR
Miss Marjorie Louise Henry, former-
y of the French Department, obtaine<
ner doctor's degree from the Sorbonne
;ion ties honorable'
lighest honor obtainable. The Paris
edition of the New York Herald, Le
Figaro, Le Matin, Llntransigeant. and
other French papers contain articles in
praise of Miss Henry, the Paris Times
devoting a column to her as "The Wo-
man of the Day", Captain Lindbergh
being "The Man of The Day."
Miss Henry's book, "Stuart Merrill,
Contribution d'un Americain au symbol-
isme Francaise" will be translated into
English next winter.
A graduate of Smith College, Miss




1 the English-speaking world is
being asked to cooperate in raising a
building a new theatre at
Stratford-upon-Avon to replace the
ire Memorial Theatre de-
stroyed there last year by Are. Special
appeal is addressed to colleges, and
under the chairmanship of Professor
George Pierce Baker of Yale, progress
has already been made in securing
pledges towards the $1,000,000 which it
is hoped America will contribute.
Wellesley will begin in the autumn
a campaign to raise $1,000 (or more).
Any member of the college and par-
ticularly any member of the Senior
class who desires to contribute is asked
Miss Shackford, 7 Midland Road, o:
to Miss Margaret McCarty, Presiden
of Barnswallows. 108 Dower House,
Also, a box has been placed in the Eng
lish Room of the College Library, a
the left of the door, where contribu-
tions may be deposited. Miss McCarty
has on exhibition and for sale copies
of the Shakespeare Book Plate ($1.00
each), sold as one means of helping to
secure the desired sum.
The Memorial Theatre had been en-
riched by thousands of valuable books,
pictures and antiques. While library




CATHOLIC CHURCH AND MYSTIC
On Tuesday. May 31, Father Dunstan
Dobbins, a member of the Capuchin
Branch of the Franciscan order, lec-
tured on The Catholic Church and
Mysticism. Father Dobbins, an Oxford
student, an eminent Franciscan, and
well qualified to speak on such a s
ject. explained very concretely the





Much of the advf
Church, he said, h
an abuse of the term mystic
present its meaning is all-en
The word itself is misleading. Father
Dobbins suggested "secret and inevit-
able" as more correctly defining tha
religious experience usually called mys-
tic. Again, confusion arises
tempting to understand a myst
with the usual reticence of fine souls
he cannot tell just what has happened.
••
..'>.!; - !- ::.. i- ;.<: Il;tp> : In
greatest mystic of all times," said the
divulge his own experiences." The
turer explainec that i i speaking
mysticism he \\ as of co rse ruling
everything in the nature of quack cla
voyance. Rufus Jones
defined it well when he
the result of mysticism \ as a consci
;act of
transcendental reality. Father D
bins himself spoke of i ; as the c
with God.
of us believing lore or ess in the i
Creator.
History has led people astray in
"It may be argued that since the
student is handicapped by such obso-
lete mental equipment the instructor is
justified in removing it in the quickest
possible way. The difficulty lies in the
fact that the instructor is often too
prone to state opinion for truth, to
mark just as dogmatic, and not quite
so old. The argument is offered that,
if the student has any convictions to
begin with, he, or she, will support
them against such attacks and force
the instructor to retract or explain.
This is a hopeful theory, but does not
compliment the understanding of the
theoriest. What eighteen-year-old stu-
dent—I speak not of the few who have
been brought up to think—but of the
mass who have not,—is prepared with
the instructor? Religion, for example
is generally a matter of growth and in-
It would be almost as rea-




stories of the Church's persecution of
the mystic, especially of such as St.
John, "Venfant terrible of the Catholic
Church." The troubles have always
ways been purely domestic. Members
of the great church whose power is
centralized in Rome, are always free to
contemplate mysticism. It is on
when, returning from such contempl
tion, they attempt to propogate ne
doctrines, that the Church interfere
And while the Church recognizes sue
great mystics as John Wesley and tl
present leader of the Friends, Rufus
Jones, she regards them as explorers.
Believing as she does in her divine or-
dination by Christ, the Church cannot
possibly take part in a world religious
movement, cannot surrender her doc
trines. Admitting the primary postu
late, she must uphold the tradition;
that have made her great, she canno
acknowledge other mystics, other teach
ings which clash with those teachings
given her by Christ. In closing. th<
friar lecturer said that the Churcl
was grateful for the present interest ir
mysticism which has led to the popu-
larization and investigation of the an-
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
gued away with an ease that renders
refutation rather ridiculous.
"The student is taught these things
not always in so many words, but in n
more insidious way: by giving for ex-
ample, the text of the story of Jonah
the
the reasons why il
a myth. Please note that reasons why
jit was ever accepted and the authority
behind it are never mentioned. The
story of the Resurrection is not denied,
but so many plausible explanations are
given which ignore the miraculous thai
the student who clings to the bare words
is looked upon by fellow students as
narrow and rather superstitious. Th?
materialistic conception of the universe
is not taught alone; it is sandwiched in
between two theistic systems that com-
plete the effect of the first by making
such a halting piece of work in trying
to arrive at a reasonable explanation of
scientific fact, have unlocked knowledge
the student—he looks upon the past
h mild contempt and goes home full
wisdom to talk religion with his
lily. Most young people, according
Miss Lyon, quickly learn that certain
subjects cannot be opened at home
that parents "don't understand." With-
out the past having explained itself,
justified itself, youth keeps his con-
tempt to himself and admires the
smart destructive criticism of Menck-
en. The past is narrow dogmatism, the
'present the futility of Materialism.—
and the young student kills himself.
, In conclusion Miss Lyon touches
briefly upon one more problem,
"Why is it so frequently stated am
so meekly accepted that modern scienc
&nd religion are incompatible?" T
,
she feels is inevita
students to fall int.
mental impotence, to assume that be
cause certain dogmas are irreconcilable
religion is intellectually dead, is what
'Miss Lyon calls "intellectual coward-
"How much of modern thought
be respected two centuries from
" She concludes with the st
that " it is difficult to tell. <
tainly too little to make it the 1
of an education that despises
,
mocks at the ancient wisdon
world, and commits suicide."
ul the Supreme Court have been upheld
as well as condemned, especially by
press of that state. The decision,
cording to one view, is "a great vie
for good government and public
curity in this State, and throughout
the Union", and instead of infringing
upon popular liberty. " says the Provi-
dence Journal, it "enlarges the liberty
of the vast majority of citizens becaus
it frees them from the menace of tei
rorism imposed by the syndicalists
the 1The
practically unanimous in expressing
hope that executive clemency will
shown to Miss Whitney. "Governor
Young should pardon Anita Whitney
before she is compelled to spend e
one day in prison", says a San Fr
Cisco daily, The Call. "She has d
nothing but good, has never han
an individual, has never done any hi
to the State which now imposes prison
EASTERN COLLEGES ARE MORE
INTELLECTUAL THAN WESTERN
The Fa-tein C'fjllt'Ue lule
in amount of intellectual mt
s not absorbed completely by
and girls, as is his Western
er," said Mr. White. When he
whether he thought the con
a of the East had anything tc
the difference, he replied that
doubted whether the East was any n
(Ontlnued from Page 1, Col. 1)
Justice Brandeis, the two most liberal
members of the Court, concurred in
the decision, but expressed regret that
it was not possible for the Court to
pass upon the question whether Miss
Whitney's actions had in reality vio-
lated the state statute.
The Neio Republic comments on the
se; "The decision of the Supreme
Court ,is, doubtless, good law; but, ob-
>usly, it sanctions a poor public pol-
'. The California Syndicalism Law
is one of the worst fruits of war-time
steria." Newspapers have expressed
rious opinions in regard to the law;
number consider it an infringement
upon the right of free speech, and feel
should be repealed. Mr. Justice
Brandeis made an interesting statement
of this question: "To justify
suppression of free speech there must
ground to fear that ser-
il will result if free speech is
h order to support a find-
and present danger, it must
be shown either that immediate seri-
ce was to be expected or was
, or that the past conduct





: opinion of the Court that as-
sembling with a political party formed
/ocate the desirability of a piole-
ie date nece-..sanlv hir in the lata
lot a right within the protection i
Fourteenth Amendment".
One good red tire, one old gray one;
asket; new lamp; half of bell gone;
ne good black cap for handle bar, the
ther broken off.
This bicycle disappeared from the
the week end of May 14. Will the finder
















Exceptional in style and excellent tailoring
—
more than one expects to find at this price.
Exceptional in value—because of the high qual-
ity, all-silk shantung, crepe de chine and other fabrics.
Light colors, navy georgettes; printed crepes or
georgettes, flowered georgettes, navy-blue flat crepes,









blue, green or rose
50 Central Street
THE HARPER METHOD SHOP
-Scalp treatments. Marcelling
M.mi. tiring— I-.ni.tl \I,i",ii;i., [Iiiriuttinf:
ZIP TREATMENT lor Rvmovrn- Superfluous hair.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley i
Tel. Wei. 0566
Dr. Dwight R. Clement
Dentist




Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A
Dentist
Taylor Block Wellc.ley Square
Tel. 1268-W— Re.. 0529
WABAN GUEST HOUSE
1 WABAN STREET.
















8 Church Street, Wellesley
School of Library Science
THE DREXEL INSTITUTE
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY
artistically done at the
NICHOLAS STUDIO
BOSTON AND WORCESTER
Smart White Collegiate Footwear
$__ for Sport and Dresswear «




TREE DAY EXHIBITION MATCH
WON BY GLENNA COLLETT
The exhibition match between Miss
GJenna Collett and Miss Helen Pay-





Up to the ninth hole Miss Collett'
score was never over four. Miss Pay
son made an outstanding drive 01
the ninth hole, going as far as thi
club house. Miss Collett made ar
equally excellent drive on the fourtr
Mill
On this same hole Miss Payson
a putt from off the green.
The gallery strung out, a cc
line; white skirts :
blazers gave way continually before
russet figure of Miss Payson and
sand-colored one of Miss Collett. Th
seemed a general movement in fa
of adopting the traps as the best \i
tage points. Even the balls seemed
sense a deeper interest in the traps
and ventured in quite often) This
was unfortunate, for Miss Collett, when
she saw that Ellen Bartlett was going
to caddy for her, had taken five irons
from her bag leaving them behind.
This amused those who had seen Ellen
in her strongest moments.
The driving was generally superior to
the other strokes. Miss Payson re-
peatedly over-drove her approach shots.
and was thrilled to see '28 and '29
keeping along steadily with the yel-
low banner. Then the junior crew
massed its strength at the end to bring
'28's red flag streaming bravely across
the finish-line, barely ahead of '27 and
'29. '30. as is becoming the younges!;.
came up a modest length behind. With
a show of skill and good managemeni
that was evident throughout Floa
Night this season, the
brought their boats togethe:
the W, and the singing of the class
crew songs was answered by the crew:
with oars raised. 1930's crew boat wa;
then solemnly christened Kuata (Light
ening) which revives the custom o
choosing an Indian name.
.vas called "Blue Streak
spars did give the impression of an
aimless, deserted craft.
A fitting last float was Lullaby, done
with exquisite taste. Lulled by the
Slumber Song a child fished for stars
from the curve of the crescent moon.
Tiny electric light bulbs were twinkly
stars, and balloons massed together
made the silver moon float as if by some
ethereal magic. One remembered Wyn-
pected them to come sailing 1 in the
hole. She drove a wide, high ball that
seemed doomed to the rough. When
it hit a tree, glancing off and on t
green she smiled a smile not i
that which the mother of the ugly
duckling must have smiled when her
As soon as the match was finished,
the russet and sand were surrounded
and lost. Batteries of amateur pho-
tographers caught the final moment
and smiling protests of both contest-




(Continued from Page 1, Column 5)
"A few days after the fire, the Right
Hon. Stanley Baldwin. Prime Minister.
the Right Hon. J. Ramsay MacDonald,
leader of the Labor Party, the Earl of
Oxford and Asquith, and Mr. Thomas
Hardy. Dean of Contemparary Lit-
erature, made an appeal to English-
speaking people everywhere to build on
the ashes of the old, a new Shakespear-
ean Memorial. The American Shakes-
peare Foundation has been formed to
cooperate with the British Committee
of which King George is Patron and
Viscount Burnham President, to assist
in perpetuating the memory and pre-
serving the traditions of Shakespeare.
"After intensive study a program
assure the
le Memorial.
The cornerstone of this program is,
necessarily, the provision of funds
which will enable Stratford adequately
to carry out that program. The best
and truest way possible to honor
Shakespeare, the Committee believes,
is to present his plays publicly on the
stage. And so the program calls first
for the building of a theatre, of 1,000
seats, on an enlargement of the old
e on the bank
endowment. that the
for the floats, and the crowd
i the end of Tupelo. The unex-
appearance of a Viking Ship
middle of the lake was, there-
le of the most impressive mo-
ments in the evening. The prow, with
two stern Norsemen scanning the
course ahead, moved slowly toward
the shore while appropriate music by
Grieg was played. The other floats
rounded the point as has been the
custom previously. Cleopatra's barge
which detracted from the importance
of the central figure. Somehow this
ded a little more of Nil
than New England had t
offer. The next float showed botl
originality and artistic handling. Ulys
ses, in a rowboat. sought to elude the
Sirens who lured him from another
boat ten feet or so away. A flood of
soft green light was played upon the
wavy material against which the
treacherous maidens posed most grace-
fully, and one caught well the feeling
of mystical power with which they
tried to seduce the mariner.
The Three Queens Mourning for
rthur seemed less satisfying. The
dying king was obscured by the scenic
that it was difficult
;t. The three queens
» quiet of the mc
by fireworks rocketing up over the lake
and Float Night ended in a showei
of colored lights.
To the "Deus ex Machina," Kather-
ine Carman '27, Acting Chairman, more
than mere acknowledgement should be
The
ally (





popular with the audience which
ibt imagined the fair Elsa he
oming to champion. Captain
/as a delight to all small broth-
sent, and no one failed to appre-
:,he remarkable cocoanut palm
which the pirates hoarded their
e. The singing of a negro
il heralded the Cotton Barge.
Although this float was probably easier
plan than some of the others, full
was made of significant details in-
the Phantom Ship suffered a slump
unfortunately; a phosphorescent glow
the paint refused to dry.
Second Crews
'30 37
Phyllis Holt '27 was awarded the In-
vidual Crew Cup while the Class Cup
ent to 1928. Ellen Bartlett '27 was
announced to be the winner of the
Golf tournament, and Gertrude Herrick
'27 is tennis champion.
W's were awarded to:












TRUNKS AND LOCKS REPAIRED
TO RENT
for July. August and September. A
furnished K-room house, 4 fireplaces,
Z baths, serecned-in porch, opposite
the College Golf Links. Rent very
38 Dover Road. Wellesley.
poet's plays that the
memorial a living one. The erection
of the theatre will provide the neces-
sary setting, but it is the endowment
of performances and acting companies
that will give that setting life. Here
lies the heart of the whole project."
ONLY A FEW MORE WEEKS
ime you will have left the
.ter, friends, and classmates
iour rule of undergraduate.





Tel. Wellesley 0138 Telephone 1493-M
"WHERE THE CAR STOPS"
For real individuality, assemble
Your OWN Sports costume!
Why wait for a costume handed to
you complete? The chances are it
will not suit you in every particular.
A condition remedied at the Wel-
lesley Shop
. . . where you may choose
a sweater from one corner, a jacket
from the opposite
. . . make choice of
fabric, style, and color
.





plete, individual, peculiarly yi
The crepella skirt
The knitted
Paradoxically it's cool, yet warm.
Finely striped, plain weave at collar,
cuffs, hips, it has square, high, becom-
ing neck; one hip pocket. Unusual
colors. 10.75.
Also, new Vionet slip-on. 8.75.
The blazer jacket
It may be flannel: gayly striped. One
sketched is. Or it may be plain regu-
lation flannel with brass emblem but-
tons, in double breasted style. 10.75.
Supply your stockings needs for
summer. Away from the Slattery
Wellesley Shop it is not easy to find
Roule Stripe, new summer colors,
Chiffon, service. 1.75, 1.95, 2.50.
Slattery Wellesley Shop
10- 12 Church Str
Melleslep (Buest Mouse
9 Abbott Street
MRS. MARY B. HUGHES, Ho
our overnight and weekend guests,
t— Breakfast Parties, Luncheons, Teas an.
Dinner Parties






Permanent Waving a Specialty
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS )ur educationms to delay entry into life's
establish the habit of excessivt
e, to lead to greater confusion a
the personal problems of the
\dents are concerned, to raise false
minds, hopes that lead to daydreaming.
The author suggests the abolishing
lot the A. B. degree, the "symbol of
'veneration for idleness masquerading
,as intelligent leisure." He suggests tha
\ve metamorphose into serious seeker
for knowledge, part-time students And
ing "in the college hall a refreshing
change and relief from the daily grind.
Don't we feel like going out lnt
fhe middle of the "Doughnut" and eal
ing worms? But isn't Mr. Rubinow
right?
FROM THE GROUND UP
The curriculum report, sane as it is
is a bit complicated. This is not thi
fault of the committee. It was felt tha
Reading and Speaking.
was felt that English Composition was
necessary, and that two foreign lang-
uages should be at least partially mas-
tered by every student. These require-
ments, which persist outside the group
system, and destroy the possibilities of
simplicity, are necessary because of no
fault of the college. A clue to this fault
is found in the article by Harriet Lyon,
when she speaks of the evils that at-
tend abandonment of old beliefs. Evi-
dently we must spend a large propor-
tion of our time correcting the mis-
takes of our earlier education. Our
religious education has been wrong, for
the most part; we speak and write in-
correctly; we are without the element-
ary knowledge of language which we
need to pursue so many fields of learn-
ing. The colleges are doing rather well
with what they have. To educate hun-
dreds of girls of seventeen, who are
without proper elementary training, is
a difficult task. To have reached the
age at which most people enter college
without knowing the correct usage of
one's own language or being familiar
with any other, is a serious handicap in
crime of lower education,
of the time in our twelve
;
mary education could be 1
With life so short and
m m -eneral assembly and which
>een so exploited in the matter ol
(there were fifty-seven on fool
year) that it dislikes the name
also true that Wellesley tends less
: present time toward French sym-




in at least one other language, and
correctness in speaking and writing
English are not too much to ask, and
young, fresh, mind than in one which
has passed the age when memorizing
things wrong.
This proposition of reform is not a
new one, but might well be worthy of
the efforts of seniors going forth now
THE DEATH OF THE FRENCH TOUR
We dislike post mortems. And if
the death of the French
especially deservin
means that the stuc
iL.vund.scs— but t
all for Germany, where they spent a
large part of the summer. Tastes in
places, just now, except for Paris, eter-
nally popular, favor the Northern and
the MediteIranian countries. The tour
which Wellesley could not swing had
been requested by many colleges. It
had been given to Wellesley because
we had a German tour last year, and
the whole purpose of the tours would
be defeated if colleges were allowed to
develop preferences. We live in a per-
iod of reaction to the anti-German pro-
French propaganda of wartime. But
are we not just as far from interna-
Wellesley girls ;
accept student
hospitality abroad. Be thinking now




signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold ttiem-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
"TO THE GREEKS, FOOLISHNESS
To the Wellesley College News:
I am heartily ashamed of the child
ish Free Press appearing in the NEWS
several weeks ago. I regard it as
he lingering puerility
? senior minds which still cam
?rn the difference between a mot
and a molehill. I for one, mo:
.
relish the presence of faculty
Academic Council. We do not ]
the secrets of the gods. T
greatest danger to be apprehended
faculty take to heart our jes
the ]
years, any Academic Councils in
uture. Such a prospect I do not
der to be of alarming proximuv.
hat virtue or value are the Stu-
Faculty luncheons if we cannot
together a harmless diversion at




Just today we may be justified in i
g ourselves to be hurt when
old that the college campus 1
diet. But, surely, it is only for thi<
and the corresponding one in
January that we are wrongly accused
ppeal of a middle-aged, con-
ather (in the May Atlantic)
hinking minds should not
leave us thoughtless.
Just because there are 600.000 of us
great percentage of the "600,000 pairs
parents" are making sacrifices and
working doubly that we may play.
that 40 hours a
-e than the max-
supply of energy."
their hospitality. It means
National Student Federation
in accepting opportunities ft
between students of different
Wellesley. But
that t
', .ml :-\v. :, ;.:,: :, '.
.
and England from the inside, meeting
its people and sight-seeing from an-
uther-than- tourist point of
reasons for failure are two-
Wellesley
-.t:indin:' armies.
is what we are here for
it seems a strange idea that "anything
approaching a general education can be
crammed down in 4 years, certified bv
difficult
The Rubinow considers
h is ; American college.
further effort."
growth (
"SING FROM THE LAKE TO SHORE'
To the Wellesley College News:
Apropos of the very laudable inno-
vations in float night—that of an-
nouncing the awards from a bo
majority of people who feel
collars, after alt, seem neithi
priate nor comfortable for







class will become so highly observant
as to be able to dispense with this
choker abomination, as an
in this day and generation.
ter days of the 19th century when
chokers were unquestioned accessoriei
some justification in wearing them witl
caps and gowns. But now when mode
of dress are more simple, it is ridicu
lous to imagine one is abie to be dig
nifled in a hybrid costume which adds
;he gay
ent day. Of course, it is impossible
when dressing up in a garb of the mid-
dle ages to suppress entirely the indi-
viduality of our own times. But why
pray, do the times of our mothers and
grandmothers need to figure in the af-
fair. And as to the oft repeated opin-
ion that chokers make one look so dig-
nified, how can one look dignified while
one's jaw bones are being prodded
in be made
the 1
irv requisite of dignity is ease,
-ve are wearing the things as ob-
of mortification to prevent us
impressed with our
why not substitute







s students are living in the
ries, they continue to
ie jurisdiction of College
they leave college. This
nations until June 22. when the
college dormitories are closed.
Students are asked to cooperate in.
eventing the laxity in the observance
rules which is likely to occur at this
passing
might be done from the lake
the lake is much more audible to those
on shore than the efforts of the cl
ing section on the bank at their
The suggestion, then, is that each
take out its cheering section in ca
Five canoes with four people in each
would be a great deal more effective
than the fifty odd people th
each class on shore. Such a brigade
of canoes would not only help the sing-
ing, but could add color to the per-
formance by any festal embellishments
such as lanterns and banjos or mando-
the girls in the canoe-chorus would
feel more a part of the float night pro-
gram, and (it is hoped' would be re-
sponsible for knowing the songs they
were to sing. There is, of course, the
objection that the canoes would get in
the way of the racing, but they might
be arranged far enough out to avoid
and
is so obvious that then
some very good reason










This offers a wide range of cl
(Sincerely apologetic
A day with not a thing to do (?)
A holiday for me and you
To see a Match and then a Fete.
Davs will exist always anyway
Susuesti'cl Menu tor the Senior Dinner
Appetizers
Rolls Butter






Impressions Of Tree Day
By One Who Has Never Been There.
Tree Day is lots of fun. Being a
•eshman. you arrive on Norumbega






lection of first and
:ond class oarsmen was not read,
First Class Oarsmen: '27 Hall. Lane,
Tracy, Neal, Holt. Clarke, Reynolds;
Woodward. Fowler, Attwill. Epler,
Usher, Catlett; '29 Sturgis. Webb]
Wheeler, Crosby. Flint; '30 Fisk, Heid-
ingsfeld, Peck.
Second Class Oarsmen: '27 Erdmann,
Broderick. Drake, Flagg, Campbell,
Fairbanks. Jansen, McGilvrey; '28
Bush. Collins. Davis. Phillips. Hawley.
Shaw, Owsley; '29 Badenoch, Angus.
Scott. Hayward, Rockwood. Henniger.
Klein. Markley, McCullough. Hamil-
30 Gruver, Guimby. Pierce. Rich-
ard, Stephens, Ripple. Brown. Dare.
Goldschmidt, Bartoszek.
FACULTY NOTES
Miss Smaill read Paul Henrieu's
Trail of the Torch in English to mem-
Df French 102 Monday evening
June 6. The class recently studied this
play in the original.
een alumnae in Hartford gave a
: for Professor
Friday evening.
Hill ill -2 Mi) for i
told t
vou maieh down the hill and the
iPathe News man takes your picture.
At least you hope you were in it, for
what is the good of a Wellesley educa-
tion if you don't appear in the Sunday
papers and the movies at least once
every year?
Then there is a pageant, in the de-
scription of which somebody will later
inevitably say "colorful costumes." All
sudden, a great many people step
.
Everybody stops running after a
,
and all the Freshmen and
Sophomores ask each other, "Who got
first?", but nobody knows. They
a spade, but there is a tree that
;ally been planted already, if you
ee it above (or below) the mob.
It all seems rather hard on the tree.
But Tree Day is lots of fun.
That Most Original of Subjects—
From Two Points of View.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS




COTY FACE POWDERS will
show you how soft and
fresh and clear your com-
plexion can be. They are the
finest powders that can be
made— supreme in quality,








Sol, June 10 and 1
"THE LAST FRONTIER"
Man. and Tues., June 13 and .
Wed. and Thurs., June 15 and 16
"The Midnight Sun"
"The Great K. & A. Train
Robbery
THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
A Profession.il School for college
graduates.
The Academic Year for 1-I27-2K






From Wednesday July 6, to
Wedncsdaj August 2-t.
Henry Atherton Frost— Director.
13 Boylston St., Cambridge. Mass.





142 West 11th St. New York City
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Tom Mix and his wonder-horse Tony
v column Friday and Saturday nights
the Playhouse in the Great K & A
rain Robbery. Tom goes through a
whole repertoire of breath-taking es-
capades, and it is interesting to note
at a great deal of this picture paral-
s the actor's own life when he was
Deputy-marshall in Oklahoma. The
ene of this detective adventure 1-. laid
Royal Gorge. California.






COLONIAL—Criss Cross, with Fred
COPLEY— The Solitaire Man — an
airplane comedy.
PLYMOUTH—The Pirates of Penzance
WILBUR—Listen Dearie.
nd highly finished
notes of the utmost
sophistication and simplification. It
interesting to notice that in a con-
drawing differs very di
is style in painting.
a man's drawing often i
Pari:
num. While there hr acquires the repu-
tation of being the only man in love
with his wife, but runs through his
fortune until he is left with one suit
of clothes—evening dress. And the
rest is the humor. This is playing
June 13th and 14th.
A drama powerful in its emotional
situation, The Midnight Sun, played
by Laura La Plante. a Russian Ballet
dancer, is coming June 15-16. The pic-
ture is characterized by a very beauti-
ful love theme, although the situation
ART EXHIBITS
On June 21. the day of comm
ment. the new Fogg Art Museum will
have its formal opening with the
sentation to the public of a remarkably
fine exhibition of works of art. not only
rlin.-e uwned b\ the iniiM-nm bur
'.vally uood The
paintings will be exceptionally good.
The late date of opening makes
difficult for many to see this exhibit
but it may be possible for those who
have to wait for trains in Boston to
take advantage of a really unusual
straightforward
You
gifts from the Wellesley Ser-
d.





offers fresh and clarify-
ing insight into their art.
E. H. W.
vi \DEMIC PROCESSION MARKS
MORNING CHAPEL OF JUNE 3
;ayer happenings of the last
classes were offset by the cha-
pel service of Friday, June 3, which
thrill. It was
impressive and stimulating from the
academic procession to the exodus of
whole college from the chapel after
President Pendleton's fine address.
Interest flames high twice a year in
e degrees and colleges of the fac-
ty, as revealed by their academic
iwns. The mass effect is colorful, with
e white velvet borders of arts and
tters. the scarlet of theology, the
purple of laws, the blue of philosophy,
jw of science, the brown of fine
i the pink of music matched
ously with the many-colored
linings of the hoods. Blue is for Yale.
Wellesley, light




ulous success in raising part of th<
building fund in America—thanks t<
the kind and efficient help of you ail
our American friends—the school i;
still struggling financially, for the en
dowment fund that will enable us ti
carry on our work in the new build
ings is very hard to raise, and natural
ly the school finance is much strait
my work
iia red with blue chevron
royal purple, Bryn Mawr
while chevron, Cornell ca
not help feeling




; love and friend-
it isn't the material help only
I am so deeply thankful for, but
:or this soul-uplifting spirit, sym-
d by the gift, which thrills my
tremulous soul and leads me to a new
determination to do my best in every
way. I shall indeed try with my ut-
most effort to become a truly service-
representative of the Alma Mater, foi*
that is the only way, I believe, in which
I can express my deep gratitude to









ROSMYTH CANDY & TEA SHOP
MISS ROSE SMITH
38 CENTRAL ST., WELLESLEY




in the college Art Museum are par-
ticularly good illustrations of the
progress that has been made recently
in the art of reproducing paintings and
drawings. As in the case of the repro-
ductions of modern art shown a few
hionths ago. these pictures are ex-
tremely fine from a technical point oi
View and in many cases it is impossible
to discern that the picture is a copy
and not the actual drawing. In color
and reproduction of line and texture
this series is little short of marvelous.
The tapestries also are remarkable
stitching and
richness and depth of





ings are very interesting
particularly for their
ty. Most of them are after the
; Italian masters and reveal an in-
versity of Chicago is indicated t
maroon hood, that of New York by
let, Johns Hopkins by black with gold I
chevron, and Michigan by maize and
blue. Dartmouth is green, Mount Hoi- I
yoke light blue, Amherst purple with I
white chevron. The one red gown with
black velvet beret worn by Miss Clark
is from Edinburgh, the ermine hood of
Mr. McBride represents Oxford. Be-
Beta Kappas and Durant and Wellesley
Scholars, then came the honor stu-
dents of the junior and sophomore
classes, who, for the first time have
been given an honored place in the pro-
cession. The entire senior class fol-
lowed in cap and gown. Mr. Hinners
playing the class marching song mean-
Those who have questioned the ad-
visability of public honor for students
who should find sufficient reward in the
work they accomplish may have
frowned upon the added distinction of
a prominent, place in a procession, but
President Pendleton was reassuring In
her speech. She emphasized responsi-
bility as proportionate to mental ca-
pacity, and stated further that to all
of us equally comes the responsibility
of using our
lights of achievement are





LETTER OF APPRECIATION HAS
BEEN RECEIVED FROM JAPAN
Mr. Gordon Boit Wellman. Chairman
of the Service Fund, has received a
letter from a teacher in Tsuda College.
Tokyo, extending appreciation and
gratitude to President Pendleton and
the rest of the Service Fund Commit-
tee for their kindness and generosity.
"My heart is filled with divine hope
am sure that you too are very happy
on this glorious Day. I am especially
glad to think that on this special day
of the year that I should be writing t
you to thank you for the gift. The
draft of nine hundred dollars as a gift
from the Service Fund to Tsuda Co'-
lege for my salary was received with
hearty appreciation. Thank you very
much indeed for including the school
and me among those honored with the
Col. 2)
formance-. In passing, we suggest that
sweeten its disposition, though its surly
both spectators and actors.
Although Tree Day was celebrated
without mishap, the Weather Jinx
postponement of step-singing until
Monday night.
All the committees are to be congrat-
i Continued from Page 1, Column 1)
Foreign Study Group—week-end and
vacation excursions. Also best French
operas and plays—average of once a
This junior year in France is given
full credit toward the baccalaureate
degree by all the colleges in the Uni-
versity of Delaware group. Students
are carefully chosen on the basis of
scholarship, character and personality
—must make application before May 15
of the sophomore year.
So far the following have been ac-
cepted by Wellesley College, and will
sail with Miss Dennis on July 16—
Claire Augur, New Bedford; Roxanna
Holden, Auburndale; Dorothy John-
ston. Chatham. N. J.; Eleanor Moise.
Kansas City, Mo.; Mary Alice Smith.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.; Ruth Whittredge.
Miss Dennis is a graduate of Wel-
lesley (1914) and holds the "Diploma
d'Etudes Universitaires" of the Sor-
bonne. During the war she taught
English for one year at the University
THE THRIFT SHOP
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
TRAINING IN SOCIAL SERVICE
HAS FIELD WORK AND SALARY
The following letter
of a course in Social Science, combined
with field work, and presents a good
"When considering
Vl.i', , . i>.
,
especially when
the work and study are so thoroughly
integrated as they are in the School
of Applied Social Sciences of Western
Reserve University. This School was
founded in 1913 when eighteen social
and civic agencies of the City of Cleve-
land presented to Dr. Charles F.
Tliwmg, who was then President of
Western Reserve, a petition for the es-
tablishment of a department which
would give training for social work.
Cleveland, which has always been a
progressive city in social improvement,
was a fertile field in which to plant
such a seed. Its character as a great
industrial center, with large foreign
groups in its population, has always
been an advantage in such wc
1913 it had a well established Associated
Charities and a Visiting-Nurse Asso-
ciation, which formed the nucleus
around which the School of Applied
Social Sciences was established.
Family case workers and public
health nurses were the first students
of the schools. The faculty of the
Department of Sociology of Western
Reserve, gave necessary instruction, and
had the supervision of work done in the
agencies which offered themselves as
laboratories in which students could
apply the theory they were learning
In family case work, the school now
has affiliations with the Red Cross
Home Service and the Jewish Social
Service Bureau, as well as with
Associated Charities. The School, ;
its founding, has added two c
training courses in child welfare
in group social service. The foi
h:is Mi'iliations with the Humane
ciety and the Children's Bureav.
Ck-vp'land; the latter besides
pressing, it :
;ilo hi : hi,- column, wliirli v.iv
of occupations which graduate?
of Wellesley College may and do enter
ithout further preparation.
1. Social work directly or paic
:ld work are combined.
2. Laboratory work in hospitals, gov-




6. Executive business positions.
7. Personnel work.
8. Department store work, involving
personnel, educational and manageria,
positions.





jer of the Presby-
New Jersey,
ganizing ability. I should be glac
give fuller information regarding the
Alice I. Perry Wood.
HYGIENE DEPARTMENT REPORTS
INTERCLASS LACROSSE GAMES




1927-28 versus 1929 ended
In : that i
(subjects hav
speei;>.li/i:'d.
iiiiivi.'i-si;\tlements of the City, has
neighborhood center as its
oratory. The fact that Cleveland ha.s
a strongly established Welfare Fed-
eration, has been a great aid to the
School.
In 1926-27 one hundred and ninety-
nine students were registered in the
In last
i students from Peking. Prague.
Constantinople, Montreal. Vienna, and
Berlin, besides most of the cities of the
American States.
There are five Wellesley girls who
are taking this course at the present
time. Fanny Lister '26 and Mary Rit-
tenhouse '26 are with the Associated
Charities in the Electric Building,
Prospect Avenue, Cleveland. O, Eleanor
Moss "26 is with the group service.
Frances Snyder '26 and Jane Mackin-
tosh '24 are with the Cleveland Hu-
mane Society in the City Hall. For
information any of the girls who are
interested, can write to the School or
directly to any of the above persons





MisN Ethel M. Johnson. Assistant
Commissioner of the Department of
Labor and Industry, State House, Bos-
ton, has sent an announcement of th?
Civil Service Examinations for Clerical
positions in Massachusetts. A letter
accompanies the announcement, in
which Miss Johnson says, "The exam-
ination is to establish a list for various
positions in the State service, up to the
position of Chief Clerk or Secretary." I The w<
The salaries for clerical services arc through
lege graduate may obtain
preparation in a few months
While the list here given i
3ing, it must bs reiterated
.opportunities (
those who hav
lum and planned a course ra
drifted aimlessly and looked ]
ahead than the schedule
I'OSITION* AVAILABLE
A High School :
n is required, and the
depend upon the training :
ice of candidate.
107. A position in a lib




to begin in September
English lessons for one
pil, during July and August. A part
tune position for someone who is in
vicinity. A personal interview re-
quired.
An elderly lady, living in a
otel in New York, wishes a well
educated young woman as companion
secretary. Letters are to be writ-
not typed. Duties will include
reading aloud, accompanying the lady.
somewhat deaf, to meetings and
church. Salary $65 a month.
The New Jersey Synodical Society oi
the Presbyterian Churches has written
tn Wellesley asking whether any of our
us would be interested in work in
oiuam/ation. The work involves
Headship of eight young people';
lose cooperation
nvolve traveling
There is no sal-
4 to 2. Owing to the rain and
slippery ground, catching was poor and
game slow. During the first half
play was chiefly among 1927-1928
:ks. but the second half, the game
> were much quicker in getting
through than their opponents, who in-
of going to meet passes, waited
the ball reached them, giving
their opponents an excellent opportun-
ity of intercepting passes. The mark-
ing of both teams was not good, as the
defense came off too soon. For 1927-
1928, R, Drake and A. Pugh played a
1929 versus 1930 ended in a wi
1929, score 6-3. The sophomores
slow in settling down, the game
muddled, the players slow in picking
up. The stick work and experience
the sophomores was a disadvantage to
the freshmen, who played a very plucky
game. They were quick on their feet,
slow in finding passes and making
openings. For the freshmen, Kennedy
played an excellent game; later Fitz-
nd Glidden were useful and
experience should do well.
versus 1930 game ended in
for the upperclassmen. The
game was fast and the play well-divided
in the first half. The freshmen wen
handicapped by not having their cap
tain, Kennedy, playing. In the seconc
half they were obviously outplayed by
a superior team. For the uppercla:
men. Porter played the best game tl
she has this season. Worth. Drake a
Pugh played well. 1930 is to be co
gratulated for reaching the standard
lay that they have in such a short
Field Day
The LaCrosse game played on Field
'ay was a disappointment to the play-




Barbara Bullard, '26, spent last week
Wellesley visiting her mother. Mrs.
Bullard of Washington Street.
Virginia Caldwell, '25. visited her sis-
r. Alice Caldwell, '26. now taking the
hygiene course, last week-end.
Constance Bishop, "26, visited in
Wellesley recently.
a result of the Press Board try-
the following members have been
elected: Katherine Sterne. '28, Mildred
Hartshorn, '29, Helen M. Williams, '30.
Marjorie Blaine, Saretta McCrea,
nd Marion Alien, all of '25, were in
Wellesley last week.
sident Pendleton entertained
Mine. Matsudairo. wife of the Japanese
the United States, and
young daughters at luncheon.
Among the guests were Mrs. Fannie
Furn Andrews. Chairman of the Corn-
International Relations of
branch of the A. A. U. W.,
Mrs. Everett O. Fiske and Miss Sophie
Hart, also members of that corn-
tee; Dean Alice V. Waite; and Miss
Caroline Hazard, former president of




These keys are six outstanding
why everybody likes Coca-Cola. They
are being illustrated and presented in
Coca-Cola advertising— in The Saturday
Evening Post, Literary Digest, Collier's
Weekly, Liberty, and Life; in many news-
papers; in posters, walls, bulletins and
outdoor signs; in show window and soda
fountain and refreshment stand decora-
Key No. 6 will be presented in August.
Keep your eyes open to Coca-Cola advertu
win a cash prize. College women ought
ROOMS FOR COMMENCEMENT
MRS. A. E. DRAKE 12 Roanoke Road
WELLESLEY 0617-M
THE GIFT SHOP CHARMIINQ
MARY G. MORRISON





Special "Home" Dinner $1.25
Steak and Chicken Dinners Daily
A la Carte.
PARK CLUB HOUSE
on Park, Wellesley Tel. Wei. 1250
WELLESLEY BOOTERY
J. E. LEE
Let us ship you home.
We Crate, Pack, and Ship Anything
Special Boxes for Golf Clubs Typewriters






(Continued from Page 6, Column 3)
Wellesley. President Comstock of Rad-
cliffe University gave a tea for the
visitors at Cambridge in the afternoon.
The students of Yenching College
have sent an acknowledgement to
members of the Wellesley Freshman
class for their Christmas letters, in thf
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Campbell Pen
dleton announce the marriage of theii
daughter, Virginia, (27) to Mr. Paul
Wood Frum, in the Congregation;.]
Church of Wellesley on June 22,
IN OTHER COLLEGES
A traditional part of Bowdoin's Com
mencement festivities is the presenta-
tion of a Shakespearean play. This
year the Masque and Gown will give
i'jri;lt\
The Work-hup. ,|i
of Smith, includes rr
as active members. Last week th
faculty composed almost the entire cas
of Shaw's Press Cuttings, one of thre
one-act plays presented. Independent
ly, the faculty recently gave Handel'
Julius Caesar.
Students from Bryn Mawr, Mourn;
Holyoke. Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley
met a short while ago at Mount Holy-
oke to read their own poems in an in-
tiTcullt'Liiate poetry contest.
Plans have been made for the dedi-
cation of Yale's memorial to the stu-
dents and graduates who lost their lives
in the World War. The exercises will
be held Sunday afternoon, June 19.
Wesleyan will no longer grant de-
gres of Bachelor of Science and Bach-
elor of Philosophy, beginning with the
class of 1931.
Smith celebrated Float Night, May
27. After crew races the pageant took
place, the floats this year represent-
ing the titles of songs. This was fol-
lowed by the climax of the evening,
the announcement of the All-Smith
Crew. Does it sound familiar?
i splendid collection i t val-
display at the Yale University library.
under the auspices of a group of stu-
dents. Oriental manuscripts of the
fifteenth century, a Prayer Book made
for Charles II of England, bearing his
arms, and editions from the Caxton
Press are among the display.
A freshman at the University of
Colorado was confined to a sorority
house for a week when a quarantine for
scarlet fever was declared when he was
calling.—The Daily Nebraskan.
Madison, Wise. (By Neio Student
Service)—Representatives of practical-
ly every walk of community life were
present at the University of Wisconsin
gymnasium when more than 1000 per-
sons subscribed to a petition asking the
Governor of Massachusetts to review
the Sacco-Vanzetti case. Several pro-
and young Phil La FoUete of the dis-
tinguished Wisconsin family of political
leaders, spoke at the meeting. Dele-
gates from church organizations, wo-
were there, representing 6.069 indi-
viduals.
At Haverford the Liberal Club is cir-
culating a similar petition which gained
fifty-three signers in a short tinie. It
student body has been canvassed. The
News, undergraduate paper, said on
April 18th: "The announcement that
Judge Thayer has consigned Sacco and
Vanzetti to the electric chair seems to
represent another page in the annals
of judicial murder. . . It is time that
something be done." Considerable op-
position against the sending of a pe-
tition has been met among seniors.
Students at Princeton and Bryn
Mawr have also signed petitions urging













dougall has been in Hartford engaged
in a tremendously interesting occu-
pation. Though it was time-taking and
Professor Ma<xi nut; ail
und it most plea^uiabl
which delights his soul,
idea marking an ever
i-t to promote interest
in music among public school children.
The plan is to have the musical
studies made by children outside of
school hours approved by examination
that the children may be given credit
High Schools.
possible for chi
the study of r
ot have if it were not included
xaminations are conducted by
eminent in the field of music
tside of Hartford. They were
the Hartford Public High
About 120 children took th 1;
was interesting to
it 18 youthful saxophone play-
dougall found some very i>\il talent.
was gratifying to find near geni
along with this general interest
AMERICAN COLLEGES DIFFER
FROM ENGLISH SAYS MRS. KING
Mrs. Constance M. King, a member
of the faculty at Mount Holyoke, who
will be at Wellesley next year, in an
interesting article in the Mount Holy-
oke News, stated her views on the
cumpanson of English and
Colleges. Her arguments apply
only to Mount Holyoke, but also to
"Perhaps the most surprising fe;
of an American college, on first
quaintance. was its highly devel
im-j a nidation, apparent in the nu
of hours required of every studei
certain subjects, in
powers demanded of that patient bodv
tion of a college which appeared re-
cently in an advertisement for a teach-
ing agency—'The College is a business
organisation for supplying higher edu-
cation." The importance attached t
;
organization was particularly notice-
able in what seemed to be the sharp
divisions made and kept between differ-
ent departments, each one with its own
methods and systems clearly worked
out. Another result of the same em-
phasis on organization is the division ol
each subject into so many sharply de-
fined, freely elective courses, which
was bewildering to an English mind. A
fundamental difference between the
the
course, including many subjects,
But to pas
dent herself
rom organisation to tr
of the college—the sti





ponding American college girl. This
greater seriousness may be explained
by several facts—some in the college
routine itself, some in the different
background of the English undergrad-
uate. In England the work for a
Bachelor's degree is covered in three
years Instead of four. and. normally,
?ast eighteen—
a
of students entering at the age of
lty or above. Consequently what
Id correspond to the work of the
is there covered in the
last one or two years of high school.
and on entering a college or university
the average English student would rank
with the sophomore here. The serious-
ness may perhaps be traced to another
cause. With interest I discovered that
in America 'nearly everybody goes to
college'—as the matter was stated to
me by more than one enthusiastic
freshman. And that fact is significant
of both good and bad features in the
American educational system. The
advantages of a more universal higher
education—of which England cannot
boast—are obvious. A large number
of trained minds in a country should
ensure a corresponding number of
thinking men and women. But in the
same class room with students of fine
mental qualities who really love their
work are to be found those who
there chiefly because 'everybody goes
a Ijl.
at a "social" disadvantage. Lastly the
fact that, in general, the American
student is far more assured of a firm
Economic position than the English
undergraduate tends to develop in the
latter a greater senese of responsibility.
In England the universities, with the
exception of Oxford and perhaps of
Cambridge, attract not the wealthier
members of society, but the middle
classes, and even the sons and daugh-
all college
dents show great originality in their
may take up temporary remunerative
work.—they may travel for two weeks
in England and Scotland, a week in
Holland, another in France, a fifth in
Switzerland, with a glimpse at Italian
art in the last few days.—or they may
go camping in college parties. Thev
do not on the whole seem to study! In
England the university student may
travel, may earn money, will certainly
play a part of the time, but there wil!
always be the serious reading for next
year's courses. She probably takes her
books with her 'into the country." At
Oxford the short terms are reserved for
which make and remake the world.
is an accepted dictum
(first, second, third or
dents gets in the degrt
depends on the way th
taches to student government. In Eng-
land student government is almost ab-
solute in its control of college activ-
ities, and in judicial power. So muc>,
an established fact has student gov.
ernment become—the basis of the Uni-
versity Guild resting in Acts of Parlia-
ment—that it is never even discussed
Intellectually, too. the English stud?ni
is a much more independent being
The graduate student is responsible
Continued on fage 8, Col. 1)
For Garden Party and Commencement
For Garden Party there's cor
to be carried. For Commence
ment, flowers are needed too.
Whatever the event, you cai
depend upon Fraseris Flower
.HE FLORIST
n',- /,„,/< „ Sheet Wellesley
'K-lrphnm-UmtsktjOjgj
SENIORS
>n a house party together after exams or Commc
Aiken Manor. Franklin, N. H., is just the plac
up for the great day. Get some sports practise
Come and Try Our Lake.
Open till October Fir.
your family for a i
Special roles in June and Sep-
tember. $18-$23 includes
cz'li ylliiuci but riding. July
full information phone Mrs. Rogers Johnson
(Dorothy Aiken '22) University 8884-J
This Pen Must
Stay in Perfect Ordei
or we make it good without charge
The custom of sending Gifts to Graduates has
now been extended by general accord to include
those in the lower classes who have manifested suffi-
cient industry to pass their final exams.
To know what to give, one needs but observe the
students'own expressions ol preference for the Parker
Duofold Pen and Pencil.
To have earned the favor of the younger generation
is our reward for serving it with studied personal in-
terest. We have lifted the frowns from student brows
[among others] by giving the world a writing pair that
are inspirations to work with and beauties to possess.
All those in favor of owning, or giving the finest
— whether for Graduation, Birthday or Wedding
Gilts, or for prizes at Bridge or Golf—will signify by
stepping in to the nearest Parker pen counter. The
first thing to look lor is the imprint,"Geo. S. Parker,"





'25 Mary Eleanor Wilson to Mr. Wil-
liam Adams Telfer. Indiana University
'15, M. A. 16, LL.D., Oxford B. A. '25
'26 Gertrude Marie Holmes to Mr.
Victor W. Simons. Rutgers "24, New
Brunswick Theological Seminary '27.
Davis Crossley, May 21.
'23 To Mary Cooper Jewett, a son
George Frederick, Jr., April 10.
DIED
'16 Mrs. George T. Greenhalgn,
Mother of Helen Greenhalgh Elliot,
June 3 at Pawtucket. R. I.
'25 Mr. Edward Man, father of Eve-
lyn B. Man. May 22, in North Stoning-
'26 Mrs. Edmund B. Pellett. mother
of Miriam D. Pellett. May 24. at Pater-
change of films may modestly herald
their rival achievements. Eventually
these Alms will find their way into the
amateur libraries, and the absurd con-
ceptions of college life which are held
by many Americans will give way to
i realistic picture of what collegians
ire doing. They are telling the story
f higher education in the most simple
nost general appeal."
1928 WINS SONG COMPETITION
WITH ORIGINAL NEGRO MELODY
receive $2,000 in cash and one year's
tuition. Winners of third prizes will
each receive $1,000 cash and one year's
tuition. Winners of fourth prizes will
each receive $500 cash. Winners of
fifth prizes will each receive $250 cash.
The principal qualifications for con-
testants are as follows:
They must not be over 25 years old;
i Juniors placed anoth
crown of glory with
rro spiritual, easily out
original efforts of the other (
hough all were clever.
dupli-
iConrinued from Pace '
only to one person for work don
or ill—that is to herself. There
submitting a thesis to
body of class advisers
embryonic stages. A i
visit to a remote professor makes u)
the conference hours. The only inti
mate discussion that takes place be
tween student and faculty is at a lone
finished thesis which is, in the verj
letter, "a piece of original research.' Ir
undergraduate life, too, class advisers
like chaperones. are unknown.
—the Englishman being often ready to
generalise without being perfectly sure
of his facts, the American often forget-
ting that facts are important only as a
basis for generalisation. Unfortunate-
ly it is seldom that the ideal of either
system is attained. In America one
notices especially the diverse func-
tions a university or even a single col-
lege course is expected to fulfil—fron
the training of a potential Nobel prize
winner down to the superficial polish-
ing of a high school miss setting ou'
the strps
Wellesley adaptation.
ban," the wide-world's terrors, and tin
Dean versus us were featured. Seve-
ral very lovely chords
will) amusing words t
vincing and attractive imitation. Polly
Plorsheim, Jean Caulfield, and Sail;





length and with excellent
faults oftenest found in step-sing-
"Boost Wellesley" seemed the
fended the college against the claims
of various cities. All the songs were
well delivered.
The prize of $25 went to
rendering of the Compe
The Juniors attempted n
upon the original as the other
did. and their simple presentat;
best. But, as the'judge admitt
decision was difficult and the
(h.srlv contested.
Tins limitation permits i
they may have received fine
pensation for singing in
Other groups from which
anticipated are students
;
schools and locally promim
in high schools and colleges.
SOCIETY PLANS FOR 1927-28




tries. The scope of the
i- the origin, purpose
UNIVERSITIES FIND FILMS A




iechvc- means of securing financial sup-
port, further expansion of programs,
holding the interest of alumni, attract-
ing new students and creating general
as the finding of a survey made by Her-
bert L. Connelly, alumni secretary of
Wesleyan Universities. Middletown,
Conn., the results of which are an-
nounced in June Amateur Movie Mak-
ers, the official magazine of the Ama-
teur Cinema League.
Fifty-seven great schools have al-
ready produced movies to advertise
their advantages or aid in the promo-
tion of various plans, and twenty more
are getting similar programs under
way, the survey disclosed. Upwards of
90,000 feet of collegiate motion pic-
ture film is already in constant use. a
large part of this film having been
an amateur basis with
teur equipment. Sixteen univer-
^ have produced complete scenarios
the others have filmed athletic
faculty members
"Thus the camp
tually come to the graduate Mol
and another miracle of the mov
Traveling Campus" states. "By
magic carpet the most venerable 1
ings, the most ancient oaks and
mores and the most firmly
facully members have become r
Alumni are actually kept in visua
munication with the changing
ditions and increasing needs of
schools. Prospective pupils get
hand, or at least first-eye,
SINGING CONTEST TO BE HELD
BY ATWATER KENT FOUNDATION
('"litres musical clubs ant
'oung singers every-
where will be deeply interested in ar
announcement just made by the At-
water Kent Foundation of Philadelphia
Plans for a nation-wide "Audition.'
history of
n being placed upon the attitude
e United States. The programs
e year will include plays and talk*
upon the subject.
Society Alpha Kappa Chi studies
Oreek and Latin literature, art and
.
This year dramatizations of the
Odyssey have been given at the pro-
gram meetings. An interesting com-
parison of the original and Erskine's
Helen of Troy was made in one pro-
gram meeting. The work this year
culminated in a dramatization of
Odysseus and Nausica with Oreek
After you go Home
There may be many things you've
forgotten. Those distinctive little acces-
sories that can be found only at Jordan's
may be ordered by mail, and sent to you
so quickly they'll be decidedly new.
Smart women in all parts of the
world shop by mail at Jordan's.
You may enjoy the privilege, too.
JORDAN MARSH COMPANY
The \ ' Phi :
the I
suggestion that
l, musical clubs an<
participate by putting
substantial prizes







where an "Audition," o:
5t, will be conducted
a broadcasting station. Thus two
nners for that state will be selected—
From this point the Foundation as-
It has divided the country into five dis-
and will hold a "district audition"
e air in each, participated in by
wo winners from each state in
listrict. Railroad
: each sex—will be selected, making
final, National
These will be taken to New
the expense of the Foun-
there and put on
final competion over a
national network of broadcasting sta-
tions. Each of the ten will get a prize
The two winners of first place in
the National Audition—a man and a
woman—will each receive a gold dec-
oration. S5.000 in cash and two years'
tuition in a leading American conser-
Winners of second prize will each
for next year
e a study of the folk-lore of
;. The old legends will be acted
program meetings and at Christ
-
me an original masque writte.,
: of the members will be pre-
work of the Shakespeare Society
study of the plays of Master
i Shakespeare. Selected scenes
are presented at the program meetings
and a full play is given out-of-
at the Semi-Open Meeting. This year
the plays chosen for work were come-
dies.
Tau Zeta Epsilon studies the art an>
music of one country during a limited
period. This year the painters and
; of eighteenth and ninereenl h
program meetings the members
presented and discussed "living pic-
" copying those of Gainsborough
Burne-Jones and others. The period
id country to be studied next year
tve not yet been selected.
Society Zeta Alpha plans to continue
1927-28 its study of the year past.
include
le act plays but will
of contemporary three act plays
erican authors. Acts from vari-
lys will be presented at the pro-
meetings and a three-act play
given at the Semi-Open Meet:
COMPOSITION CLASS CONCOCTS
CLEVER COMPOSITE CREATION
the title page of the new
is almost completed at Bin
Southern University will b(
;s of eighteen students of














The New York School of Secretaries
THREE MONTHS
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
342 Madison Ave. - - New York. N. Y.
Printing
We specialize in School
















White Dresses— Washable crepes, georgettes,
and crepe romas-tailored and
semi-dress
$12.50 — $35.00
White Coats— Botany flannels, homespuns and








gettes and pastel col-
ored crepes
$16.50 — $37.50
ISABELLE C GRIFFIN
Manager
